January 27, 2011 NIST Smart Grid Privacy Subgroup Meeting Notes

Minutes by Rebecca Herold

Please send this distribution list any necessary corrections or additions.

Next full group teleconference meeting:

**Thursday February 3, 2011 at 11:00am est**

Here are my summary notes from the meeting:

1. **Team Updates**
   - **Third Party Team:** Brent Struthers, Neustar (team lead)
     - Defining third party, and “non-contracted third party”
     - Working on “best practices”
   - **Privacy Use Cases Team:** Christine Hertzog, Smart Grid Library (team lead)
     - Nothing to report
   - **NSTIC Team:** Amanda Stallings, Ohio PUC (team lead). Tanya reported for Amanda
     - Met last week.
     - Meetings on hold now until something more official comes out about pilot program or when the official framework comes out.
   - **PEV Team:** Mike Coop, Hey Coop! (team lead)
     - Yesterday held the first calls of the year.
     - For privacy and for the roaming. No one has been thinking about PEV privacy to date. Also issues about sharing charging stations in a multi-dwelling unit.
     - Had 4 on call for privacy; 9 or 10 for the roaming. Will probably document several use cases to really be able to identify the issues.
     - Will like to create guidelines that will be used by IEEE, the association of auto engineers.
     - Would like to recruit more from the privacy associations. Ask group to get folks involved, especially from the privacy advocacy groups.
     - Have good representation from the EU. Have utilities. Have manufacturers. OH and TX PUCs are also involved. Is reaching out to others.

2. **Miscellaneous**
   - **Rebecca:** Data Privacy Day is Friday, January 28. A lot is going on with this, including Sandy Basik speaking for an CPON (Carolina Privacy Officials Network) conference.
   - **Brent:** Working with a former SEC privacy officer with kids on helping keep kids’ info safe online. Will be speaking at a panel at the NARUC meeting (http://www.naruc.org/) at the Renaissance Hotel in DC February 13 – 17. Another smart grid panel takes place there.
   - **Ontario DPD event** at the Board of Trade. Commissioner will release the 3rd paper on smart grid privacy. [*NOTE: links to this were distributed to the mail list on February 2.*]
   - **Mark Freund,** at PG&E: The Utilities Communications Association has a third party security document draft. See the following link to this draft: [http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki-sggrid/pub/SmartGrid/DocumentsforReviewandComment/3PDA_Security_Profile - v0_20 -](http://collaborate.nist.gov/twiki-sggrid/pub/SmartGrid/DocumentsforReviewandComment/3PDA_Security_Profile - v0_20 -)
Includes Security Profile for the 3rd Party Data Access. Around 100 pages. Once published it will be available for everyone.

Thanks,

Rebecca